PRESS RELEASE
CIRCLE: today in Lisbon for the final conference of Med Atlantic Ecobonus
Project, the feasibility study co-funded by the European Union.
Alexio Picco, Circle’s Counselor and head of Connecting EU Business Unit will
moderate the last session about “The vision of the industry”.
The Company provided its support in communication activities, event planning
and through On the MoS Way.

Genoa, 29th November 2018
Circle S.p.A. (“Circle”), a Company listed on AIM Italia leading its own Group
specialized in process and management consulting services, and in providing
innovative technological solutions for transport and logistics sector, will attend today
at Alcantara Terminal of the Lisbon Port the final conference of Med Atlantic Ecobonus
Project.
Med Atlantic Ecobonus (MAE) Action is a feasibility study co-funded by the European
Union, coordinated by Puertos dell’Estado in Spain and with the participation of Italy,
France and Portugal, performing a comprehensive analysis on the potential use of
eco-incentives measures to stimulate sustainable freight transport services in the
current TEN-T framework and further CEF mechanism for the 2021-2027 period, open
to all EU regions and modes of transport.
In particular, MAE Action formulates an approach to eco-incentives based on common
principles at EU level and delivers an ex-ante analysis demonstrating the impact of
such a measure for the particular case of the Motorways of the Sea market servicing
alternative routes for the road transport sector in the Atlantic and West Mediterranean
regions.
Alexio Picco, Circle’s Counselor and head of Connecting EU Business Unit, will
moderate today the last session of the conference about “The vision of the industry”.
Circle provided its support to the project in communication activities and event
planning, as well as through On the MoS Way - the official digital multichannel platform
about Motorways of the Sea which includes a website and social media channels on
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Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube and Google Plus, as well as dedicated thematic
sections on specific European Projects.
Established in Genoa in 2012, Circle S.p.A. provides process and management consulting
services, innovative technological solutions and digital marketing solutions for transport and
logistics sector.
Leading Company in the development of automation processes for Ports, dry ports, logistics
platforms and intermodal operators through Milos® - an innovative modular software for the
optimization of transport of containers, trailers, vehicles and each type of goods - the Company
can boast professionals mainly involved in analysis of the processes, in projects financed by
EU and in software development forming a dynamic and young team.
In November 2017 Circle purchased 51% of Info.era, a company specialized in the
development of software solutions with 20 years of experience in the port sector with its Port
Community System solution Sinfomar®. Lastly, thanks to the deep experience of its
management not only in ICT field, but also in EU-funded projects, Circle assists through
Connecting EU Division Public actors and Private companies in developing new businesses
through different instruments: Project Anticipation, Project Assessment and Project
Lifecycle.
Since October 26th Circle is listed on AIM Italia / Alternative Capital Market, the Multilateral
Trading Facility operated by Borsa Italiana S.p.A., with title code CIRC and ISIN code
IT0005344996.
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